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form over 80%. of the population. In
fact rural unemployment was some-
what reduced and the daily wages of
rural labour went up. Those who
could not benefit have, however. np
right to survive.

Events since December 1971 have
shown that is the Awami League. in
collusion with the Government of India,
that has prevented the amergence of a truly
sovereign, independent Bangladesh. The
trappings are all there; but inside it is
all hollow. The distress is so keen that
after three years people have started
speaking wistfully of the good old
days before 1971 when Pakistan was
intact.

It is difficult to guess the reason for
the latest state of emergency under
which troops and para-military forces
have taken up positions in cities and
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There is nothing new m the opinion
expressed by the Chief Election Com-
missioner that an; ani,endment of the
Constitution will be necessary to make
a mid~term parliamentary poll. before
April this year possible. The constitu-
tional provision making it mandatory to
delimit constituencies on the basis of
rev'ised population figures after every
census is well known. Mrs Gandhi's
Government took refuge under this pro-
vision to turn down the demand for an
early election to the Gujarat Assembly
which would have certainly resulted in
a miserable defeat for her ·party. But con-
sistency not being part of her political
style. the possibility of her meddling with
the very provision which stood her in good
stead in Gujarat has always loomed.
Taking all things into consideration, in-
cluding perhaps. Soviet advice and astro-
logical forecasts, if she decides on a pre-
April poll, nothing will prevent her' from
seeking parliamentary appro:val for a
proposal to amend the Constitution. The
meek majority in Parliament is ever
ready to grant all her wishes,

The Chief Election Commissioner's com-
ments are important 'for a different rea-
son. He holds his office urtder the Con-
stitution and as Mr Swaminathan himself

towns throughout the country. True,
Mujib no longer has that charisma-but
does he care so long a~ the forces of
law and order are ruthless? A poor pea-
sant starving to death, may say, 'Mujib
has no problems; he has three meals a
day', but no party or combination of
parties has yet been able to organise and
be an effective counter-force. This. in
spite of the large. quantities of arms and
ammuw.t.ion still at large. Power does
nat cOme out of the barrel of a gun if
the hand that holds it is not guided by
the right politics. Objective conditions
are ripe for a violent upheaval in Ban-
gladesh. but the situation is and will be
more difficult to grasp even if some
parties can rise to the occasion: there is
bound to be foreign intervention, as in

Sri Lanka.

has declared, he is an independent con-
stitutional authority responsible for con-
ductin&- free and fair elections. It is odd
that a person charged with the responsi-
bility for ensuring that elections are held
in accordance with the provisions of the
Constitution should himself suggest amend-
ment of a mandatory provision of the
Constitution for the benefit of the ruling
party. The gratuitous advice can be rea-
sonably interpreted as approval by a digni-
tary holding a supra-governmental posi-
tion. Maybe the TV interview was
arranged to enab~e the Chief Election
Commissioner to proclaim that no ethical
principle will be violated if the Constitu-
tion is amended and parliamentary poll
is held on the basis of partial delimita-
tion of constituencies. His idea of fair
electioos is sufficiently elastic to encom-
pass two different categories of constitu-
encies-delimited and undelimited. Only
a few days ago it was officially announc-
ed in' Parliament that delimitation work
would not be completed before July;
but Mr Swaminathan has said that the
work can be condensed a little and com-
pleted by "about April or so". I.t
seems he is hurrying the Delimitation
Commission lest it should be caught with
its pant down if the Prjme Minister opts

for an early poll but without an
ment of the Constitution.

Some opposition ~eaders ha
exception to the blatant partin
the Chief Election Commissioner
ruling party. It is inherent in
position reaction that free and
is not possible under the pre
pices. There is no indication
opposition parties are thinking
ing up to their prognostication.
of crying themselves hoarse ov
crafty plan of the Prime Min'
spring a parliamentary election
if they had unitedly declared th
would not participate in a poll t
be held by arbitrarily amending
datory provision of the Constitu
might have had some effect on
ing party. Even the one-party
cracy the Prime Mi~ister beli
needs some opposition parties
trounced in elections by fair me
foul. But this form of protest is
dant to the oppo~ition parties.
yen will always stop short of
disapproval. They will never f
take part in elections knowing
that the elections will be rigged.
Prime Minister kqows that h
much the opposition parties may
against a snap poll, they will giv
democratic respectability by pa .
ing in it. Naturally, she does n
a tinker's cuss for protests by el
oriented parties.

Same As Before
The current food policy of the

Bengal Government is going to be
mal failure as it was last vear w
could procure only 1.5 lakhs tonn
of the target of 5 lakh tonnes. The
is simple; the food policy has b
retained the previous year's pol'
appeasing the jotedars. the rich
and the rice millers.

Available reports from districts
that peasants hardly sell their p
.to the Food Corporation's pr
agents'. The Gove~n~ent Iprocu
price is much less than the market

'of rice. and the rice-millers as
hoarders, taking advantage of t '
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pROLONGED setback in industrial
production, widespread famine con-

ditions. and rapid inflation - all these
maladies are interwoven in the current
situation in India. While the roots of
these three phenomena go down much
deep into the polity and economy that is
India, and quite far back in its 10nS(itude
of time, the reasons for the occurrence
of this particular conjunction as it had
happened since mid-1972 are more imme-
diate and proximate.

The bourgeoisie in India has an un-
canny knack for m~king a fast buck. It
seeks specially those lines of production
where the profit is certain, and quick to
come. Durable and semi-durablel con-
sumer goods or their ancillaries are most
favoured by the capitalist to engage in.
their market being fairly assured and
attractive. Meanwhile, the Government
obligingly provides the necessary infras-
tructure, and builds up the areas where
private calJital would nOt or could not
enter. This arrangement of convenience
is nothing new; it could be -found even
in the pages of the Bombay Plan of
Tata-Birla, dated 1944.

India's industry. however, remains a
prisor.er of a market limited to
a thin uppermost stratum of the popu-
lation. The richest one-fifth of the po-
pulation eat up more than half of the
consumer goods produced by industry.
The top one-tenth of the population alone
devour over one-third. There are clear
indications that the poorer sections of the
people are reduced to a position .of spen-
ding less and less of their budget on in-
dustrial. goods1 The home mlirket for
industrial consumer goods of course is
not absolutely static; it is only rising

From Crisis
To

Confrontation :
EconoilllC Disorder And

The Working Class

the money is being misused, but he has
implied more than that. He has now
only confirmed what has been an open
secret for all these years-that the re-
lief money hardly ever goes to the peo-
ple for whom it is meant. It somehow
leaks out of the long distribution chan-
nel and goes to line the pockets of pow-
erful politicians and influential officials,
conniving with one another. To these
people, the exclusive interest in life is
making money, and no avenue, no op-
portunity is tOO low or too beastly for
them. This has beeru going on for
years now, and has almost been accept-
ed as a part of life. But what is sur-
prising is that the Centre should wake
up to this practice only now, after allow-
ing it to flourish and get firmly en-
trenched over the past decades.

If the Centre means business and
really goes about monitoring the use of
the relief funds, it could possibly raise
a hornet's nest. But like most other
ministerial statements, nobody has pre-
sumably taken it seriously. Like most
other well-intentioned moves, it wiII also
never become a reality. It has so many
Raws. so many loopholes that the cor-
rupt politicians and officials wiII manage
to circumvent it in one way or the other.
After 'all, the people who would be
asked to do the "monitoring" wiII them-
selves not be above board. There is
nothing to guarantee that they in turn
would not be corrupted. Past experi-
ence shows that this type of policing
agency becomes a party to the game.
Tn fact. relief funds have long become
a handy device for politicians for
distributing largesse among their res-
pective camp followers. The evil is
thus not in th~ stars, but in the political
system of which Mr Subramaniam is
both a product and a protector. To
believe that a mere threat of monitoring
would undo a vile practice that has

~~ grown over the years is seeing pie in the
A sky. How far much better would it

have been indeed if instead of spend-
ing so many crores of rupees on relief the
Government had mare some really earnest
efforts to minimise the ~avages of
drought and Roods? But what is ration-
al is not always politically the most wise
or even feasible.

'e In The~Sky
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within tre confinements of narrow walls
as demarcated b} the top ten per cent
or so. of the population. Under such cir-
cumstances. the bourgeoisie finds it worth
while to restrict output. hike prices and
make the most out of a bunch of inelas-
tic consumers. Strange it may sound,
but evidently less production pays more.

It was a grand arrangement; it was
working well. But something got out
of hand. The Government could no
longer keep up the balance; it faltered.
Since the early sixties public investment
like the stone of Sisyphus began to roll
down. Basic and capital goods indus-
tries by 1963-64 were working at about
full capacity; and as public investment
in these areas dried up the user indus-
tries in the forward linkage began to
feel the pinch. Excess capacity a;rose
here and there. Moreover. the drought
of 1965 accentuated the tension. and
soon resulted in a full-scale recession all
around. except in consumer durables. The
brief revival of 1968-70 came in the wake
of a spurt in the demand for durable
consumer goods that was stimulated by
the bumper harvest.:! It was a short
spell; the economy took a plunge once
again. All along the Government had
failed to sustain its level of investment.
Today's industrial stagnation is the cul-
mination of the process that had set
in during the early sixties. State capital-
Ism In industry had approached its dead
end.

The 'new agricultural strategy' laun-
ched officially in 1965 was a bonanza
to the rich farmers in the irrigated areas
of Punjab. Haryana and Western U.P ..
in particular. It was a strategy of con-
centrating the resources such as fertiliser,
agricultural implement. etc. in a limited
zone which already had assured water
suply. The initial result in terms of
additional output was encouraging; but
500n the euphoria gave in to disappoint-
ment. And by 1972 it was all over.
The 'new agricultural strategy' had cer-
tainly helped a few rich farmers but food·
grains production had returned to where
it was before. Now there was more
profit in trading wheat than in producing
it.3 The days of the traders have come
back with a vengeance. If State capital.
ism in industry has reached its limit. in
agriculture it has lost its way in the maz~
of merchant capital.
.(
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'Triangular Monopoly'
'Foodgrain prices indeed have shot up

the most. and far beyond the extent of
shortage in production in the last twc
years. Meanwhile. a three-dimensional
concentration has taken place in food-
grains: cropwise, it is mainly one crop'.
wheat. that accounts for approximately
half of the additional output in recent
years; region"wise, a contiguous area of
Punjab. Haryana and western U.P. has
produced the bulk of this output; and
class· wise, a small group of rich farmers
have taken to the new teGhnology with
enormous advantage to themselves. This
triangular monopoly. so to speak. "has a
built-in inflationary bias".4

Just as India's industry stands on a thin
layer of basic and capital goods. so does
its agriculture on a narrow strip of irri-
gated land, with the remaining four-fifths
of the total cultivated area exposed to
the uncertainties of drought and flood.
In such an economy. growth cannot be
st"eady; cyclical fluctuations are bound
to be recurring. if not increasingly severe.
Merchant capital thrives in such a soil;
for trade is more lucrative than produc-
tion.

The rapid rise in foodgrain prices was
far above what was warranted by the
shortfall in output in the last two years.
As for industrial prices. though rising
at a slower pace. the blame can scarcely
be laid on the cost side. The price of
a tOHne of cement machinery, for inst-
ance. had gone up by four times between
1963 and 1974. while its major input,
stee\' had become only twice more ex-
pensivf'. It is obvious that neither labour
charges nor the charges of other inputs
determine the dynamics of industrial
pricing. It is a coterie of manufacturers
who send the prices spiralling.5

Today's economic disorder can hardly
be understood, much less explained. un-
less the class alignments in the country
are kept in view. However, the imme-
diate factors which consummated the
constellation from mid-1972 onwards are
easier to locate. The failure of the 'new
agricultural strategy' to achieve and sus-
t/lin a breakthrough in foodgrains produc-
tion became evident to all by 1972; side
by side its success in mak:ng the rich
farmers richer was felt all around. On
the other hand. the continuous faltering

of the Government to keep the
of, State capitalism going with
public investment in basic ind
already cast a shadow of glooa
private capitalists; now e\'en
rays of hope were gone.
citements of the eventful year 19
ped up a devouring appetite; bat
,tually the Government could not
much. at least nOt in proportion
the capitalists had counted for
by side. the rulling party. barely
sake of its own survival. had to
the political machine at ian
price. Money poured in; tu
fast; and disappeared in what is
the parallel economy - or. in
terms, the underworld of black
In mid-1972 all these got int
into a monstrous combination;
net res lilts are here and now
to see.

What we see today is. by and
a crisis of State capitalism. swa
it is by merchant capital in a sem~
semi-colonial economy.

Contradictions
Agricultural pnces are

latively much ahead of the p'
industrial products; a pair of scis
it were is opening up in order to
the vanishing consumer. The
ting terms of trade for industrial
apparently indicate a contradictiOi
tween agriculture and industry in
as the home market is con
Rising foodgrain prices indeed erode
consumer's budget. and cut into hit
mand for the products of industry.
one cannot be sure as to what extelll
official data. being what they are,
bear the brunt of this proposition.
the price index does not capture tM
sactions in the black market that
a large part of the exchange.
merchant capital is an all-pervasive
nomenon; it has brought under its

CORRECTION

The Fifth Plan allocation for r
in science and technology (me
in 'Investment Strategy for P
Inequality'. December 21 issue,
5, col. 2) is Rs. 1600 crores, and
Rs. 160 crores as mi~printed.
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blunted and the camp of th~ big bour-
geoisie divided in internal strife, the
economy reaches an impasse as it has
happened in India now. Some writers
have suggested a 'tunnel' as an escape
route toward faster economic progress.
Their reasoning is as follows. It is claim-
ed that the nature of scientific progress
nowadays is such that the fruits of ad-
vanced technology can be brought even
to the door of a small farm or a tiny fac-
tory. That is, the production function
exhibits constant returns to scale; and
small and medium enterprises also can
be as efficient as their larger counter-
parts. In the place of such scale-neutral
technological advance, some other obser-

. vers have cited a bi-modal distribution of
productivity with regard to farm size,
to reach the same conclusion. It is there-
fore possible to visualise a pattern of
development in which State capitalism-
more particularly State ownership of
industries i~ which there are economies
of scale-is effectively amalgamated with
the interests of small producers. This
then calls for new alignment of classes
with the benevolent umbrella Qf State
capitalism over them. The State ac-
cordingly has to bypass the big bourgeoi-
sie and landlords, and strike a bargain
with petty capitalist entrepreneurs in in-
dustry and, agriculture.

In the words of an author of this view-
point: "We have seen that the petty
capitalist entrepreneur is quite willing to
adopt relatively modern techniques; the
same is true of the capitalist farmp-r in-
volved in the •green revolution'. though
not to the same extent. Under' "the cir-
'cumstances the government support of
petty capitalist enterprise will raise the
national level of labour productivity,
boost the domestic demand for producer
goods and widen the opportunities for
industrial development. So the process
of capitalist integration wiIl be intensified

The Smoke-screen
The squabble among the exploiters,

engaged in agriculture and industry,
for the home market is their own house-
hold a'ffair. If merchant capital is
weighing down upon agricultural and
industrial capitalism, or if the class in-
interesls, of the rural, agrarian bourgeoi-
sie are situated somewhat in opposition
to those of the urban, industrial bour-
geoisie, no river as such is going to be
set on fire. This wrangle among the
ruling classes is .a relatively minor contra-
diction; evidently it could be resolv~d
by them with compromise among them-
selves, but at the cost of the exploited
working class. Call it fascism-cum-im-
perialism if you like; in any case, it is
through th~ repression of workers and
peasants at home and aggression abroad
that the knot of conflicting class interests
of the industria\' commercial and agri-
cultural bourgeoisie gels disentangled-
at last for the time being.9

With the ~dges of. State capitalism

turn of the century with regard to the
prospec.ts of capitalist development in
the then Russia, against which Lenin'
waged a running battle. Lenin demons-
trated with Marx's theory of realisation
thait capitalist production, and, conse-
quently, the home market, grows not
so much on account of articles~f consump-
tion as on account of the means of pro-
duction. ' For capitalism, therefore, the
growth of the home market is to a cer-
.lain extent 'independent' of the growth
of personal consumption.7 In India the
bourgeoisie asks mainly the State to
produce the means of production so that
it can engage itself in the high-profit
articles of personal consumption. The
State in fecent years has failed to per-
form this task; and the future does not
appear to be any better. State capital-
ism in India'll indus~ry, and wivh it
private monopoly capitali£m as
well. have come up against the
wall. The door is now being opened
Ism III Indian industry and with
if the private monopoly capital-
for foreign capital' to come in, and to
breathe another lease ~ of life into the
system.s How long can it survive with
borrowed time, however, is yet another
matter

of farms as well as of fac-
With such a denoulement the
trade between agriculture and
had lost much of their edges.

tradictionbetween industry and
in India today is reflected

h in the form of a 'scissors
t is, the falling terms of trade

vis-a-visagriculture, as much
. u\atedin the shape of a con-
betweenmerchant capital on

hand and the primary produc-
wiculture and industry, on the

is trade that absorbs the bulk
Ius value; and the trading

hal caught under itSi net both
and agriculture.
DOW want to relate this conflict
of the corresponding classes in
y, the picture becomes some-

complex. One is not sure
classof capitalist farmers ends
of grain merchants begins.
bly the one and the same
bines in itself the dual
t much of a Faustian con-

heart. It is likely that the ma-
capitalists and the black-

merchant are rolled into
admixture. And so arises the
'on between agriculture and
moreprecisely,between the two
claases-4me based on agri-

the other on industry. The
economicdisorder is partly an

of this contradiction, which
settingintensifiedas a result. 6

. g classes--that is, the 'ex-
agricultureand industry-are

eelwith an internal tussle of
pullingeach other in diverse
Withskyhigh foodgrain prices

dwindlingincome of the com-
e, the home market for in-

consumergoods is finding itself
constricted. This ,observ'ation
IllIstnot be held as parallel
news of the Narodniks at the
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and the present weak sectors will catch
up with the large-scale industries. Un-
doubtedly, this will be better for na-
tional economic development,"10

It is recognised that government sup-
port of small-scale capitalist enterprise
in industry and agriculture is a way of
encouraging the development of capi-
talist relations. Such a policy has two
opposite consequences. Now as for its
negative side, this policy of forming a
wide layer of petty capitalist entrepre-

mvolves great government ex-
penses. The funds for the purpose can
be raised only by the redistribution of
the incomes of millions of direq pro-
ducers in town and country. So the
formation of the second echelon of In-,
dia's ruling class is a heavy burden on
the mass of the population.ll

The author continues: "the redistri-
bution of the material and financial re-
sources in favour of small-scale entre-
preneurship can temporarily slow down
the technical and economic progres? in
large-scale industry. whether public or
private. The result of this may well be
that the standards of India's indus,try will
increasingly fall behind world ones. thus
leading to a drop in exports which. in
turn. would cause a deficit in the ba-
lance of payments. "12

So these are the pros and cons of
the petty bourgeois development un-
der the protective and fostering care of
State capitalism. The State in this
scheme would dig a tunnel so to speak
in order to reach the petty capitalist en-
trepreneurs in farm and factory, bypass-
ing th~ big bou~eoisie and landlords.
"Undoubtedly. this will be better for
national economic development. "13 But
it is an expensive policy fraught with
the danger of disrupting the balance of
payments. Hence. the author finally con-
cludes that, while petty bourgeois de-
velopment is a viable alternative for a
country like India for rapid economic
growth. "this policy can be conducted
only if there is an influx of foreign re-
sources. "14 He kills two birds in one
stone; he gives you not only a plan for-
development, but also the rationale for
continuing reliance on foreign capital.
Now the Indian economy can grow
merrily!

The State is essentially an instrument

FRONTIER

in the hands of the big bourgeoisie and
landlords to further their class interests.
It is naive to expect the machinery of
State to be so deployed as to touch these
exploiters in any way. The pattern of
petty bourgeois development under
State capitalism is therefore a utopian
dream. '};rue. the current economic
crisis has gone OUt of their hands; the
ruling classes are placed in a defensive
position. They may even be forced a
few steps back, but they could come
back -with a vengeance very soon unless
the bridge is burned once and for all.
Under these circumstances today's scheme
of petty bourgeois development would
turn out to be a nightmare tomorrow.
This would be a costly way of buying
time.

The ~urrent economic crisis will sooner
or later pass over into the pages of his-
tory. Meanwhile, the contradiction be-
tween the workers and peasants on the
one hand and the ruling classes on the
other has been accentuated more than
ever before. Will this mighty confron-
tation hasten the day of showdown?
Or, will the opportunity slip out in the
midst of petty bourgeois development
that is only a smoke-screen for the vest-
ed interests of landlords, big bourgeoisie.
and imperialism?
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ASHIM CHATTERJEE

On Unity-A R~sponse

:e,

p.

is rather a late response to the
appeal made in the name of

KhokonMazumdar and another
e to all the members of the Cen-
mmitteeof the CPI (ML) elected
all-India party congress held in

1970. In my earlier statement I
ot on the great debate concerning
rty; instead, I echoed the call for
'on by combating all forms of
'vismissued by the six comrades
g Com. :Kanu panyal in 'Itheir

'onaryletter from jail. This silence
couragedsome to support or op-
e on the basis of wild conjectures
founded claims. A statement on
lionas well as the wider question

'og revolutionary unity of all revo-
ry forces is necessary. In' that
this supplements my earlier state-

publi~hedin May, 1974.
thevery outset let me state it pre-
that I think the formation of the

) on 22nd April, 1969 was, in
in, CClrrect. There had been an
t of unnecessary haste and certain
to some extent, of ideological-
1 preparation as has been rightly
OUtby Com. Kanu Sanyal; but

ry formationof the CPI (ML) can-
shouldnot be ruled out on that

I. All comrades, specially those
ling areas, felt its necessity and

it. As such, it was the pro-
objectivenecessity. The forma-
the party was ~reeted with tre-
enthu~iasmby the whole rank

e, and hailed by fraternal parties
d over, including the great, glo-

and correct CPC. From my per-
experience,I can firmly state that

the formation of the CPI(ML)
sant struggle i~ Gopiballavpur-

wouldnot have been possible. Ne-
of the formation of the CPI(ML)
negationof all the valuable ex-

of armed struggle, both posi.
andnegative, in the recent past

through tremendous sacrifice,
it !~a betrayal of the martyrs.

comesthe question of evaluation
th congress of the party held

in May, 1970. Undoubtedly, the whole
congress surrendered to left-sectarian
policies. Everyone present approved the
line of secret assassination in the name
of class enemy annihilation and none
questioned even the programme of anni-
hilation in cities and towns. That ah-
sence of any land policy or agrarian pro-
gramme signifies the negation of the main

. content of our people's democratic revo-
lution was not pointed out by anyone ;
none advocated combination with
other forms of struggle. The question
of mass organisation and mass move-
ment. its relation with the formation of
an army or the question of mass line
was not raised by anyone. The Indian
bourgeoisie as a whole was termed com-
parador without any protest. As has
been subsequently proved by our experi-
ence, all these were grave mistakes in
policies. In spite of all these, I still
think that the positive aspects of the party
congress far outweigh its negative ones.
In the errtire history of the communist
movement in India,' this congress' has the
unique glory of upholding the banner of
Marxism-Leninism Mao Tse Tung Thou-
ght for the first time. The characterisa-
tion of the state power, of the four ene-
mies of the Indian revolution, including
Soviet social-imperialists, the stage and
nature of our revolution was, on the
whole. correct. The congress rejected
the revisionist trash of 'peaceful orien-
tation' with contempt and firmly stood
for armed struggle. All these were some
of the positive achievements and had
deep political impact in the life of the
whole country. Therefore, I recognise
the eighth party congress and the Central
Committee elected therefrom. One should
never forget that the CPC declared the
'general orientation' of the party to be
correct, after reviewing all the documenh
of the party congress. CPI (ML) has
the glory of a message from Chairman
Mao himself, "By you (in plural), India
has hope".

Unfortunately, at present, the party
has been divided into groups and fac-
tions becausf> of the continuation of left-

sectarian policies for a long ·period. The
left-sectarian deviation has now been
defeated as is apparent from the fact that
a· vast majority of party members in-
cluding all the Central Committee members
have firmly rejected it. Yet, because of
the absence of a full fledged positive poli-
tical line and methodical, persistent,
deep and all pervading ideological srtug-
gle, remnants of the old left-sectarianism
and the danger therefrom persist. In
different garbs, it is hindering the ideo-
logical, political and organisational re-
organisation of the party.

From the platform of the tenth con-
gress of the CPC, Chairman Mao
issued the great call. "Practise Marxi-
sm, and not revisionism; unite and don't
split; be simple and above board, don't
conspire and intrigue". NOt only the
necessity of unity for practising Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought, but
also the revolutionary mehtod of doing
it has been clearly stated here. For our
party which suffered immensely because
of the ideology, politics and method of
work of Lin Piao, this has special signi-
ficance.

Reorganisation, Reconstitution, Reuni-
fication-call it by any'name, it is politi-
cally necessary. The Indian reactiona-
ries, beset as they are with irreconcilable
contradictions, are paper tigers strategi-
cally. But tactically, they s~ould be
taken seriously . To win real independ-
ence and freedom for the people is a
great task. It demands that we fight
social-imperialism, imperialism and do..•
mestic counter-revolutionaries. Hence all
the revolutionary force that can be united
should be united. Only the CPI (ML) with
its sincerity, dedication, honesty, experi-
ence and, above all, ideology and poli-
tical line can do it. The vaSt majority
of the party cadres as well as the people
fervently demand reunification.

Reunification is politically possible.
Until now there has been no major poli-
tical difference, so far as the general line
is concerned, among the different groups
who have discarded the old sectarian line.
All the present "differences" can be dis-
cussed and resolved within the framework
of a single party.

Some comrades, headed by Satya Na-
rain Singh, have formed a "revived
Central Committee". It is an undeniable



fact of pal:ty history that along with our
respected martyr Comrade Sushital Roy
Chowdhury. Comrade SNS initiated,
however unsatisfactory, partial and incom-
plete a way, the fight against left secta-
rian deviation inside our party. It was
a valiant effort to create a centre in a
difficult situation. BUt this Committee has
failed to rally the vast majority of com-
rades because its formation suffered from
three defects:

(i) The concept of revival is nOt a
Marxist-Leninist one. It doe~ not /ae~
note a process. To many comrades it
appears as an indirect effort to place all
the responsibility for the mistakes in policy
on individuals. I do not know if this
concept of revival has any international
precedence or not. .

(ii) Ideological reorganisation at any
level precedes organisational reorganisa-
tion. The policy of 'reorganisation first,
then ideological struggle' is the policy of
putting the cart before the horse, Reorga-
nisation is done only on a clear ideological-
political basis.

(iii) No effective initiative was taken
to contact all the Central Committee memo
bel'S including those in jail. Naturally, the
opinions of those comrades who are in
jail should not count organisationally but
politically it does matter.

There is another technical flaw. Re-
ferences are being made to my meeting
with comrades SNS, Com. Gurbox, RK
and Com. Mohinder.· Save and except
SNS I had not the opportunity of meet-
ing any of the above comrades. Therefore
my direct association with the merits or
demerits of the November 7 document
does nOt arise, though I broadly agree
with the general political line.

Some comrades headed by SG, have
formed a COCo The claim of this cen-
tral body to act as the centre of the CPI
(ML) is more dubious. The fight against
any deviation is a process. One should
be objective; one cannOt subjectively
rela te the initiation of a \process with
one's own awakening. Moreover, the
general line preached by the COC is al-
most identical with that of the revived
Central Committee or with the line being
preached and practised by Com. Kho-
kon Mazumdar and others. Also, I
think, SG should categorically state tQ
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the Party cadres his present stand regar-
ding the national-chauvinistic position
taken by him during the dismemberment
of Pakistan. I hope he will nOt sidetrak
the issue by pointing out some of my
mistakes.

It is interesting to note that both the
revived CC and the COC have been com-
pelled to distort the Party history. After
bitter lesson we- should consciously
try to fight all forms of subjectivism.
Personally. I shall be happy to be able
to work together with comrades SNS and
SG along with other comrades again.

Our Party was like a very valuable
picture placed in our custody. Because
of our immaturity and lack <>f revolu-
tionary vigilance and alertness. it has.
as if, dropped off our hands and broken
into pieces. But still it can be mended
and a better picture produced. Hence,
I appeal to all the comrades. particularly
the Central Committee members, to take
this task <>f reunification lof the party
seriously and call upon the entire party
to follow this example.

Basis of Unity
What should be the basis of unity ?

Obviously the party programme and party
constitution adopted in the eighth con-
gress with amendments. The article
'Spring Thunder' and valuable sugges-
tions of the fraternal Party should be
the guicleline. A 'document isl to' be
prepared consisting of: (1) Party pro-
gramme with proper amendments (and
nOt a new programme) and the reasons
for the amendments. (2) Party constitu-
tion with proper amendments (and not
a new constitution). (3) Self-critical
report. (4) Political-organisational
report.

One should remember that the nega-
tion of the documents of the eighth con-
gress' is essentially the negation of the
congress itself.

This document. prepared after due
consultaition and discus'skn. will 'serve
as the basis .of reorganisation. In the
process of development the ninth con-
gress should be convened as early as pos-
sible. The evaluation of any individu-
al. however imporant. should not be made
a precondition of re-unification.

Next comes the task of unity with all
fraternal groups Qutside the CPI (ML)

who ideologically subscribe to
Leninism-Mao Tse Tung Thou"
are eager to develop armed peasant
gle. This task has no contradichol
the reorganisation of the CPI(ML)
is my unfortunate experience. dir
indirect. that whenever we talk of
reorganisation of the CPI(ML),
comrades feel injured and insulted
try to invent some plot or refin
sectarian policies. This is a lega
the past. We had practised a po'
closed doorism dogmatically towards
comrades, treated them with con
as almost counter-revolutionaries
behaved with them with arrogance.
was wrong. Sincere and open.h
self-criticism on our part will clear
atmosphere and pave the way for
standing and mutual respect. A
sible leadership should be patient in
solving all honest political diffe
-To put politics in command means
tially to pllt revolution in command.
. On the other hand. t\ese com

should be told clearly and firmly
liquidation of our Party can never
a precondition for unity with them.
should be told that they made a m'
by not joining the Party in 1969.
day we shall invite them to join
Party. The door of mutual disc
shall remain open; we shall rna'
a close liaison and try to synch
all our actions with theirs. as far
possible. keeping the independence
initiative of the Party intact.

Then there are other parties.
and individuals with whom unity.
partial. temporary and relative.
be necessary. This necessity will be
termined by historical conditions.
Party should lay down a policy in
respect.

We should try
possible ~ith all parties. grou\»
individuals who (1) pursue a pol'
anti-hegemon ism against the two
powers; (2) stand for alliande
China and other Third W<>rld
tries; (3) work genuinely for the'
est of the people, particularly the
ing clasS' and peasantry. In our c
where armed revolution is faced
armed counter-revolution. the a
towards armed struggle IS closely
with this criterion.
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THE choice of Miki Takeo as Japan's
neXt Prime Minister was unexpect-

ed. Most observers felt sure that one or
the other of the powerful faction leaders
-Fukuda or Ohira-would emerge vic-
torious from the complex party in-fight-
ing, and the agreement on the much less
powerful Miki seemed almost like a ma-
gic trick.

In retrospect it is clear that choice of
one of the more powerful figures might have
split the Liberal Democratic Party at a
time when it vitally needs unity. But
Miki is more than simply a "consensus
candidate", and his selection reveals a
great deal about both the troubles faced
by the LDP and the party strategy to
overcome these troubles.

In announcing Miki's nomination,
LDP Pa'lty Vice-president Shiina Etsusa-
buro offered two reasons for the choice:
(I) he is "clean", and (2 he has the
"philosophy and courage to fight and
overcome long-standing ·evils in the
LDP." Indeed, Miki has a "progressive
image" in the context of the LDP.

Of course he has been a Diet member
continuously since 1937, bUt during the
war he is known to have "quarreled
with the Tojo Cabinet, and during the
Occupation he briefly formed his own
party (the National Cooperative Party),
espoused the doctrines of Robert Owen
and criticised the Yoshida Go~ernment
for its excessive pro-Americanism. He
participated in the Socialist Katayama
Cabinet in 1947 and was an early advo-
cate of normalising relations with China.

Such "progressive" positions as these
had always kept him out of the LDP
main current, and he was defeated three
times. in bids for the LDF presidency.

But "image and reality are not the
same. The corrupt financial practices
and business connections that ended
Tanaka Kakuei's premiership are what
the LDF is all about, and Miki would not
be a politician in that party were he not
ihvolved in the same thing. Among party
professionals, Miki's reputation is that
of a good swim~er in the swamp of the

ruling party's politics, a kind of "Balkan
politician" who keeps his small faction
alive by tenacious intriguing.

Like all LDF politicians he is kept
afloat by certain business interests. Im-
portant Miki faction supporters are Sumi-
tomo Ba~k President Hotta Shozo, Fuji
Bank President Iwasa Yoshizama, Tokyo
Electric Power President Kikawada Ka-
zutoyo, and Inayama Yoshihiro, a top
leader of Nippon Steel. Moreover he
is related by marriage to Anzal Masao
of Showa Denko, Anzai Hiroshi of Tokyo
Gas, important LDF leaders and even
the imperial family.

Whatever one might say about this re-
- cord, Miki is as clean and progressive a man
as the LDF can dig up. Nevertheless it
is symbolic of the LDF's waning popu-
larity that a "progressive" as well as
clean candidate is called for. Put into
power by the party's right~wing forces,
Miki is an experiment in right-wing rule
under a progressive mask, a preview of
the day when the right will have to try
to maintain its power through a genuine
coalition government In this connection
it IS significant that one of the important
theoreticians in the Miki faction is Ishi-
da Hakuei, a leader of the New Right
who argues that the LDF should seek to
arrest its historic decline by cooptive
compromises with the labour movement.

But Miki will not be able to get far
on image alone. Soon he is going to
have to start producing results. In do-
mestic affairs he will try to make con-
ciliatory gestures toward the opposition
parties and other gestures toward LDF
reform. In foreign affairs he will try to
normalise relations [with China further
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while trying to keep Soviet hopes alive.
The right-wing will object to none of

this, but will also press him to support
pro-taiwan and pro-South Korea poli-
cies. One notorious Korea lobbyist has
said that he expects Miki to be an effec-
tive c.hannel both for promoting coope-
ration with South Korea and also for
setting limits on some of that govern-
ment's "spoiled demands on Japan".

Mikj's most difficult task, however, will
be dealing with the U.S. His diploma-
tic policy will of course hinge on the
U.S: alliance, but he is also notably pro-
Arab Whether he can discover a way
to fulfill the promises he made to the
Arab States on his trip there last year
without antagonlising the U.S. Govern-
ment (which is said to be prepared even
for military intervention to protect its
oil interests) is a question which may
determine the length of Miki's stay In
office.

Then there is inflation. If he cannot
slew the 27 percent annual inflation rate,
the LDF 'will suffer in the local elections
this year. And if the LDP's electoral
base erodes even further, someone may
find it convenient to "expose" Miki's elec-
find it convenient to "expose" Miki's
financial connections with Sasagawa
Ryoichi, the notorious "godfather" of
the right wing.

Possibly because he knows the diffi-
culties that lie shead of him, Miki has

several times since his n;mi~ation asser-
ted, "I carry a cross on my back".

But he isn't that clean.
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IT is a pity that the death centenary
. of John Milton in 1974 passed with-

out attracting notic.e in our country. The
reaction against comprador culture may
go too far. Besides, in his own life-time
Milton already became something of a
European celebrity, a man with a mission
and a message not to be cramped within
narrow national frontiers. The most
active part of his life was spent in de-
dicated service to the cause of the first
democratic revolution in history, and the
content of his poetry - because rather
than in spite of the contradictions ~
~ sprang from his. profound commit-
men.t to the ideals of the revolution. We
who live in a different revolutionary epoch
may. well find in him themes and pas-
sions that speak to us mOIe intimately
thaI) the arcane mysteries of symbolists
who have long dominated the scene.

!':Jot that this persp.ective is easily. won
from the clutches of crabbed scholar"
ship. I still remember my bewilderment
when I tried to find a sup~rvisor for my
research for a Ph.D degree on Milton's
poetry way back in 1965. No one
seemed to be interested in Milton. My
frantic search provoked pitying or amu-
sed smiles, and that was in Milton's own
university, Cambridge. F. R. Leavis
was still around, .and the Engli~h scholars
seemed to be more awe-struck by Leavis's
crusade against Milton tha~ by Milton
himself. If one is allowed to ~trike a
personal note, I m~y ev~n murmur that
.!lly dissertation flew in the face of aca-
demic prejudice that had been built up
in the decades since the thirties. It ~as
possible for me to have that perspective
for the simple reason that I was not a
student of English literature in that parti-
cular milieu, that in fact I had gone from
a country where there were simmering
revolutionary possibilities.

With the exception of one or two scho-
lars like Don M. Wolfe most of the cri;
tics and scholars of Milton have been
men wi!hout any interest or involve-

ment in public affairs. They ha
professors with sedentary habit
critics lacerated by private f
and cultivating a distaste for
as a vulgar activity. The ea
tude of admiration was set by t
of men of an altogether differ
Dryden, Johnson, Blake,
Wordsworth - all of them
acquaintance with or knowledge
major political forces or events
own time. But Eliot and Pou
Leavis were at best at the pe '
the actual politics of the time w~
launched their holy war against
Hence their utter blindness and
tivity to the main theme and c
Paradise Lost: liberty, its charac
conditions.

The holy war of Eliot and
to mention the numerous epigon~
ted attention from the main s
strength and inspiration of our
focussed it on his obvious we
A man who knows Milton's work
inside is horrified by the patron' .
the slack and smug idiocy with
petty minds with a deadly liter
approach sweat out their work of
gration. A. J. A. Waldock and
Peter, to name only two, rip ap
ton's epic with the same misgui
roughness as Tolstoy displayed in
ing the alleged inconsistenciesand
dities of King Lear. Eminent c
Shakespeare like Wilson Knighta
have pointed out that Shakes
King Lear was not interested in
consistency or naturalistic veris'
but poetic, symbolic truth. It is
that prestigious scholars have
it fit to read Paradise Lost as a
fied fairy tale, demanding from
that sort of attention.

Textual criticism, the passion
critics, is hardly free from bias
conception. If we attack Blake'
with the same deadly literalness
happy critics bring to bear in

th
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upof devoted critics who work-
tiny were as assiduous in dis-
Millon's failures, and their

. ers in our country parrot the
udes with gusto.
scholar of Blake, S. Foster
ints out that Blake had ilIus-
lovingcare all the chief works

exceptSamson Agonistes, In
m Milton, whom Leavis had
ged with very little fuss' by

, cantly shares a place of pri-
twoother immortals, Chaucer
peare. Foster Damon remarks:

as the first person, and until
e only one. to recognize that
a symbolic poet: The .great

readers took Paradise Lost as
expansion of biblical history

, however,knew that Milton
to say 'Things unattempted

e or Rime; he read the stories
and Adam ~s profound studies
rocessesof Sin and Milton's
Heavenand Hell were 'written
y about Man, who contains

m The Poet as Visionary, ed.
Pinto). We need not worry
about the metaphysics of Sin
ark above. Mtp.Y ill\, pious
ve long complained that Milton
I salvation and sin; Milton's
worldpresents man's destiny
and moral terms, not in theo-
. Incidentally, religious Ian-

thecharacteristic idiom of that
even Gerard Winstanley, the
the Communist sect, the Dig-

ks of his social and political
parableswith Adam and Eve

of Will'
his reactionary phase Oole-

the essence of Milton's
1IIOrefirmly than many of our

savants. Comparing the
thans with the luminaries

an era. he remarks that the
outshone the latter with

and brilliance, but, on
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the other hand among the latter "there
was a vehemence of will, an enthusiasm
of principle, a depth and an earnestness
of spirit, which the charms of individual
fame and personal aggrandisement could
not pacify,-an aspiration after reality,
permanence, and general good-in short,
a moral grandeur in the latter period,
with which the low intrigues,. Machiavel-
lian maxims, and selfish and servile am-
bition of the former, stand in painful
contrast", ("Lecture on Milton"). After
pointing OUt that Milton's milieu com-
bined the influence of the Elizabethan
period with that of its austere successor,
he thus describes Milton's personal cha-
racter: "In his mind itself there were
purity and pity absolute; an imagination
to which neither the past nor the present
were interesting, except as far as they
were called forth and enlivened by the
great ideal. in which and for which he
lived: a keen love of truth, which, after
many weary pursuits. found a harbour
in a sublime listening tt) the still voice in
his own spirit, and as keen a love of his
country, which, after a disappointment
still more depressive, expanded and soar-
ed into a love of man as a probationer
of immortality". The memorable last
lines of Paradise Lost do indeed present
m~n as a probationer, but not so much
of an immortal fate as of a specific hu-
man destiny, of liberty which must be
preserved by care and sacrifice.

Milton liked to remind the readers of
his prose works that he had written them
but with his left hand, and that his true
vocation was that of a poet who would
celebrate the glories of an awakened
England, witness of 'God's work for man'
in his time. In our secular .Ianguage we
should call it England's world-historical
role in the 17th century. But the prose
tracts and pamphlets struck a mighty
blow for that work against the twin bas-
tions of reaction: despotic monarchy set-
ting at defiance the powers of th~ Com-
mons, and the Episc;opal Church that
would fetter man's conscience with its
empty ceremonies and hierarchies. The
great tracts --Reason of Church Govern-
ment, Areopagitica, Tenure of Kings and.
Magistrates and the resounding Latin
Defense of the English People - rolled
like a lava of impassioned rhetoric to
overwhelm the enemies of enlightenment

and freedom. As Latin Secretary of the
Commonwealth, present-day equivalent
of a Foreign Minister to a revolutionary
government, he spent diligent hours por-
ing over documents and inditing letters
until his eyesight failed him. When after
Cromwell's death the generals were plan-
ning to recall Charles II as the King of
England Milton wrote 'A ready and easy
way to esablish a true com'monwealth'
to stem the tide of monarchical sentiment,
though withOUt success.

The revolution was abortive. The
generals and the gentry of England found
it more profitable to inveSt in a monar-
chy shorn of its powers, and certainly
thought it safer than the opinion of an
awakened multitude 'open. to the influ-
ence of radical groups like the Levellers
and the Fifth Monarchy men. Milton
lived to see God's work in England go
all awry, betrayed by a people who had
proved themselves unworthy of the great
trust. The returning Royalists were ex·
acting cruel vengeance. Cromwell's
body was disinterred from its grave, and
his head placed on a stake on the battle-
ments of the Tower. Sir Henry Vane
and others faced death and inlprison-
men!. Milton went underground. with
his property under a decree of confisca-
tion. There were renegades and trai-
tors in plenty. Milton saw the decline
and fall in moral terms, as a consequence
of lack of self-control. He was embit-
tered by the venality of the Generals and
the vacillating loyalties of the populace.
But though robbed of hope he did not
abandon faith. He sets the attainment
of liberty in a millennial future. And
the tension bewteen his surging hopes.
tended for years, and the grim sequence
of events that finally dasHed them to
the ground, finds expression in the epic
poem where poetry salves the pain of iso-
lation: grief and despair. The famous
invocations to the Muse at the beginning
of some of the books of Paradise Lost
take it up as a refrain: Standing on
Earth. not rapt above the Pole.

More safe I sing with mortal voice,
unchang'd

To hoarse or mute, though fall'n on
evil days

On evil days though faWn and evil
tongues









In darkness. and with dangers col1\-
past round.

And solitude; yet nOt alone. while thou
Visitst my slumbers nightly .. (Book

VII).
It is the moment of loss. defeat. cor-

ruption of original innocence that finds
memorable expression in the poem time
and again:

So saying. her rash hand in evil hour
Forth reaching to the Fruit. she pluckd.

she eat;
Earth felt the wound. and Nature from

her seat
Sighing through all her works gave

signs of woe,

That ali was lost.
¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-

How art thou lost, how on a sudden

lost.
Defac't. deflowrd. and now to Death

devote?
¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-.

BUt its counter-point is a vision of the
original goodness of creation. its benefi-
cence and bounty for man, glimpsed in
the musical "Rose as in Dance the state-
ly Trees" or in the swarms of fish that
"sporting with quick glance/Show to the
Sun the wav'd 'coats dropd with gold".

Satan is now considered a more com-
plex. figure than the cardboard monster
that amused the thirties. The very con-
ditions of liberty go into his making. But
he removes the. positive content of liberty
-. which is but service of man and the
world - to replace it with the worship
of his own will. That is why he burns
with fierce but barren desire while Adam
and Eve enjoy love 'impanidised in one
aother's arms'.

The charge of a lack of human inter-
est in Paradise Lost dates from Dr John-
son's times. and it means no more than
a lack of interest in bourgeois domesticity.
BUt the central story is instinct with! love
and betrayal, forgiveness and reconcilia-
tion. to make it sufficiently human. Be-
sides. Milton sees what is obscure to purb-
lind pedants - that politics may be the
arena where the human soul is formed out
of struggle. at least in certain historic
epochs.

Black Light
SANDIP SARKAR

pRAKASH Karmakar has all along
tried to explore the possibility of

visual language by a search for images
which would be capable of communica-
ting contemporary themes. His
work has never lacked archetypal under-
currenls. yet he is a figurative painter
who has steered clear of surrealism. His
one-man show at the Birla Aca-
demy (December 24 to January 5)
proved once more that he had progres-
sively cbanged for the better. He calls
his theme 'Black Light'-light that can-
not bear the onslaught of darkness and
despair and almost becomes black. In
28 canvases, neither too large nor too
small. he treats this theme and improvi-
ses as he goes along.

He makes use of genuine Indian vis-
ual sensibility,_ for let us admit that like
the genius of any language, there is such
a thing as a geographical variance of
visual language. Man in general a)ld
woman in particular have always been
used in art as an object of adoration. as
a symbol and an imagery. In Indian
sculpture and painting the human body
is highly stylised. but never seems to lack
the breath of life.' Indian artists have
always been fascinated by ample breasts
and heavy hips. Prakash takes over
from his ancestors this fascination for
the female body, but in the process the
image breaks up into fragments. The
broken pieces scatter and arrange them-
selves. -There are signs of torture and
lacerated agony. Sometimes he uses
these disemembered limbs as silhouettes
on the flat surface of the canvas.

He varies his imagery and starts from
one of known ones -- that of a woman.
being trampled by an untamed horse-
and goes on to use a bouquet. which
looks less like flowers and more like hu-
man beings. well-rounded breasts. preg-
nant bellies. hips. exposed wombs which
look like tombs in a cave. and lips or
eyes. There is sometimes a brief candle
enveloped in darkness. He has com-
pressed and minimised and a blob of
green is enongh to suggest a tree, while

any member of the human
suggest a person. His 5'

of the torso is breath-taking,
painting he uses the reclining
men. with suggestions of dr
in curved lines and a cigar
top of the canvas to indicate
and also possibly the act of
Sometimes the body becomes
breasts and tne belly become
pies and the rest of the body
a jug and all these arrange
form themselves into a
By a sinister process. everyth·
of death. decay and alienati
in this morbid state Prakash ~
faith. he makes us witness pr
lies and even birth pangs.

He is accurate and neat and
tarial arrangement is dastic
He has tried to judge and
inner urge. to be precise in his
and lucid in his linear movem
coloured areas are well dema
he has poetically mixed and
colours with a pre'erence for
hues and thii reminds us of
que of wash. Here and there
some similarities with pastel e
the overall impression is that of
with restraint. Brushwork

for the mOSt part.
Hi~ composition. stylisation a

colours are quite unexpected. but
everything known a little twist
cate the decay of society and .
and tries to make the moral c'

ficant in visual terms. The onI,:
sm I have is that the colours a
times a bit too sweet. In spite
I would say that this is one of
exhibitions I have been to in
five years.

CORRECTION

It was of course 'Rigmarole',
'Digmarole' (p. 1 and p. 14
DecemHer 28 issue).

not read.
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Spartacus

~D Fast's novel Spartacus was
matised and staged at the
of Fine Arts by the well known

IrouP 'Chetana'. The immortal
the slave revolt in the days of
an Empire is part of our in-
wardrobe and the story there-
not need retelling. The pro-

itself was forceful and compe-
the performance of the various
a consistently high standard.
ar Ghosh gave 'a fine render.
rlacus and brought out first the

agony of indecision and later the
spirit of rebellion that triggered

.Iave revolt and led to such
successes in 'the initial stage.

Christ-like ap;earance and al·
essing his charisma, Spartacus

. ed in the end only to remain
in our memories' as the last

of the slaves. Gourangajiban
Draba, the invincible black gla-

moved us with his natural fero-
later turned into a feeling of

and open defiance of his mas-
under the looming shadow of
ering slave revolt--'the result

I contact with Spartacns who
e seeds of discontent wherever

Mukherjee as Batiatus the own·
gladiators was very convincing
vicious, bloodthirsty tyrant andl
e of Ithe pagan c'viIisationi

then at its peak. Kajal Chow-
Verenia, originallv a female
ched to Batiatus' entourage
Spartacus' wife, was a mixture
femininity and quiet courage

eminently suitable for one
to become Spartacus' partner

quest for freedom.
that the group spent a lot

and used considerable imaw-
ards creating very authentic
ate Roman costumes. The

set left no doubts as to the
place of the action. The
ed by the silent workers
ian gold mme conveyed
dy the utleF dejection

and sense of oppressioI1l which mere
words could not have brought out with
such conviction. Equally powerful and
mesmeric was Draba's Iw~rdless ~evolt
with a trident in' his hand and his charge
at the audience in the arena.

This play was not merely an echo of
the forgotten past. The statemen'ts
made and the emotions evoked have a
very special relevance to current condi-
tions in our country today. The rule of
the privileged few continues tP-errily at
the expense of the land slaves and the
wage slaves. One can also discern a
smouldering sense of acute discontent
spreading amongst the people. Are we
not then waiting for a modern Spartacus
to light the fuse and deliver us from
our insidious manacles?

Letters

Aberrations
As the crisis deepens in our country,

aberrations of all sorts show up every
where. Lately, cabaret dances and plays
with an accent on sex have invaded the
respectable middle class areas of Calcutta.
Cabarets have normally been associated
with Western-oriented night ctubs and
snooty restaurants in certain select areas
of the city, but today Bengali plays with
an eye on the takings have begun to
introduce grotesque d.ances by flimsily
clad women for the titillation of the au-
dience, which, by no stretch of imagina-
tion have any artistic or aesthetic appeal.
Upper class Westernised Indians with a
hybrid and artificial life style may thrive
on these importations but why cultured
middle-class audiences, solidly Indian
in their outlook, must be treated to such
deplorably vulgar acts seems difficult to
understand. This makes me suspect a
preconceived plan by the authorities to
carry OUt a successful cultural subver-
sion and distract the minds of the im-
pressionable young who may want to
question the very basis of that autho-
rit~ which gives our government the
right to impose a fraud on the people
and unleash a reign of terror to attain

, its short term objectives.
It is a fact that vast quantities of

young men today have no idealism left

to fall back on and willingly. let them-
selves be used as cannon fodder by a
cynical and ruthless establishment in the
interminable power game which goes on.
Unemployed, rootless hardened by ad-
versity, insufficiently politicised, these
young men are provided with drugs,
alcohol. women, and deba~ed cabaret
dances to keep them on the leash. This
can only happen under a system which
is fast disintegrating under the pressure
of its own contradictions and has totally
outlived its utility.

It is a lasting tragedy for us to want
to copy the utterly bogus and debased
life style of the decadent West under
the active encouragement of a vicious and
cold-blooded establishment. That tOOl
few are aware of the sinister campaign
to corrupt the morals of the young and
thus stifle revolutionary initiative and
quell the mounting disaffection amongst
them shows to what lengths the govern-
ment can go to prop itself up. If such
catering for the base desires of the hu-
man heart isn't one form of successful
counter-insurgency, what is?

Samir Mukerjee
Calcutta

'Balaka'
The name of the group mentioned

in the drama review of December 21 is
Balaka Silpi ~osthi. Ajit Mukhopa-
dhyay was on crutches and Dulal was
the militan't factory worker,

Somnath Nath
Balaka Silpi Gosthi, Calcutta

Who Pays?
I wonder how Mr Rudra in his 'Price

Policy for Promoting Inequal~ (De-
cember 7) could say that practically
nobody excePt forllign tourists pays from
his pocket. This is not the fact; a
large number of lAC passengers who
travel between Calcutta and other parts
of the Eastern Sector pay from their
own pockets. Specially, Agartala pas-
sengers. But it is true that the maxi-
mum number of JAC passengers travel
on expense account.

A Worker of lA,
Barisa, Calcutta


